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Abstract

Almost twenty years after the pioneering efforts of Cardelli, the programming languages community is vigorously pursuing ways to incorporate $F_\omega$-style indexed types into programming languages. This paper advocates Concoqtion, a practical approach to adding such highly expressive types to full-fledged programming languages. The approach is applied to MetaOCaml using the Coq proof checker to conservatively extend Hindley-Milner type inference. The implementation of MetaOCaml Concoqtion requires minimal modifications to the syntax, the type checker, and the compiler; and yields a language comparable in notation to the leading proposals. The resulting language provides unlimited expressiveness in the type system while maintaining decidability. Furthermore, programmers can take advantage of a wide range of libraries not only for the programming language but also for the indexed types. Programming in MetaOCaml Concoqtion is illustrated with small examples and a case study implementing a statically-typed domain-specific language.

1. Introduction

Eighteen years ago, Cardelli [3] argued that highly expressive indexed types can be based on $F_\omega$ [11] and the more expressive calculus of constructions [9]. Today, the practical potential of such expressive types is widely recognized: They can be used to statically enforce program properties such as safety of array indexing [31], type-preservation of source-to-source program transformations [4, 20, 22], type-safety of dynamically generated serializers [15], and algorithmic invariants of data-structure libraries [5, 23, 31].

Exactly how the original idea is incorporated into a language design varies dramatically from one language design to the next. Cardelli’s Quest [3] draws on many different sources for inspiration, and characterizing the semantics (denotationally) became the focus. Ten years later, DML [32] and Cayenne [11] took two radically different approaches to designing languages with indexed types. DML restricts the index language to a decidable domain (Presburger integer arithmetic) and thereby maintains the decidability of the type system. In general, and especially when indexed types are added to an existing language, decidability requires a clear distinction between the computational language and the index language. In contrast, Cayenne extends what is an otherwise standard type theory with general recursion. While this renders the type theory unsound for proofs, it incorporates the key idea that a programming language is a (potentially unsound) proof language. The next wave of language designs came three years later, and continued to reflect these two approaches. Cyclone [13] extends the C programming language with special-purpose indexed types for safe multi-threading and memory management. Epigram [2] follows in the footsteps of Cayenne, expressing programs as proofs in type theory, but allowing only provably well-founded recursion so as to guarantee decidability.

Recently, the DML approach has been taken a step further in the form of Generalized Algebraic Datatypes (GADTs). GADTs aim to provide an intuitive generalization of the Algebraic Datatypes of languages such as ML and Haskell [6, 24, 30]. They have been incorporated into Haskell [21] and C# [15]. GADTs are a convenient and practical form of indexed types, as illustrated by many interesting examples in the literature, and techniques have been developed to further reduce the notational overhead of GADTs [25].

While GADTs provide a powerful tool, they have drawbacks that can have significant implications for large-scale programming with indexed types.

First, they do not provide a direct way to express functions on types. Yet for many problems, functions on types are the natural way to express dependencies between types. GADTs force the programmer to express such functions as relations.

Second, at least in the form they are used in Haskell, GADTs always require that proofs be manipulated at runtime. But for many problems, proofs need only exist during compilation.

Third, and possibly most significantly, it has not been a design goal of any of the current GADT proposals to provide the programmer with direct means to express and structure proofs. This raises two questions: First, when will standard mathematical results be available as GADT libraries, and what will the cost of developing such libraries be? Second, how readable and maintainable will these libraries be? Even if GADTs are expressive enough to develop all proofs of interest, there is a risk that they will become the C++ Template Metaprogramming of functional languages.

To systematically investigate the impact of indexed types on software engineering practice, the language design must consider the needs of the proposition language as well as the needs of the computational language. This goal can only be achieved by capitalizing on the knowledge and expertise accumulated in the proof checking community concerning the design of languages for expressing propositions and proofs.

1.1 Contributions

This paper advocates a practical approach to adding indexed types to a full-fledged programming language, and compares this approach to choices made in related languages (Section 2). The ap-
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proach has been applied to MetaOCaml using Coq proof terms as the indexed type language: a prototype implementation is available online (Section 3.1). Only the front-end of MetaOCaml needs to be modified, while Coq remains unchanged, thereby preserving the trustworthiness of the proof checking engine. The implementation is backward compatible with OCaml, so all existing OCaml libraries can be used.

For writing programs that take advantage of sophisticated properties of indexed types, the language compares favorably to GADTs (Section 3.1). We argue that Concoqtion allows a more natural style for programming with proofs than Haskell’s GADTs, for example, by allowing the definition of index-level functions. We also show how Coq decision procedures can be used to reduce the burden of proof in Concoqtion programs.

As a case study in domain-specific language implementation, we develop a tagless staged interpreter in Concoqtion (Section 5). Tagless staged interpreters (TSI) [20] provide a semantics-based technique for rapidly implementing domain-specific languages in a way that avoids both interpretive overhead and all unnecessary runtime type checking. In particular, type checks are considered unnecessary if the static type system of the domain-specific language ensures that they will never fail at runtime. Compared to previous work [20], an immediate benefit of Concoqtion is that it distinguishes clearly between the parts of the TSI technique that involve a type-theoretic development from those that involve a computational development.

The type safety of MetaOCaml Concoqtion has been addressed in earlier theoretical work by Shao et al. on $\lambda_H$ [22], and our multi-stage extension $\lambda_{H\tau}$ [20] for an explicitly typed core calculus. While useful as theoretical proofs of concept, these calculi were never intended to be full-fledged programming languages and lacked full-featured implementations. Technically, MetaOCaml Concoqtion’s type system goes further than these works in that it combines index types with Hindley-Milner type inference [19].

2. Concoqtion

We believe that the design of a practical programming language supporting indexed types must meet four key requirements:

1. The language design should not get in the way of standard programming practice. This includes supporting computational effects when that is part of standard practice, as well as providing access to pre-existing computational libraries.
2. Type checking should be decidable.
3. The type language should provide a natural way to express properties of computational values.
4. The programmer should be allowed to express proofs, and to do so in a style that is most appropriate for expressing machine checkable proofs.

We advocate an approach to addressing these goals that consists of the following design choices:

1. Build the new language as an extension of a standard programming language. We refer to this language as either the host or computational language.
2. Extend the type system of the computational language with a decidable logical framework. To ensure decidability of type checking, the computational and logical languages must be kept separate. The two are tied together through singleton types on ground values [32].
3. Use a constructive type theory. A key advantage of this approach is that it provides a natural way for properties and proofs to live in an extension of the world of types for the computational language. It also allows the programmer to define new index types as well as functions on types.
4. Use a standard mechanical proof checking framework for the logical framework. This also means that, in addition to providing access to computational libraries, the type language will provide access to substantial libraries of proofs.

We will call this approach Concoqtion to suggest a particular strategy for realizing the approach, namely, by using a well-developed constructive type theory such as Coq [8]. This approach was first used by Shao et al. [22] in the context of certified binaries. In previous work [20] we argued that it is highly suited for the design not just of intermediate languages, but for programming languages as well. Understanding the significance of the particular choices made in this approach requires careful analysis of the interaction between our four requirements, and in particular, two issues:

Effects and decidability: Simplistic combinations of computational features and index types either cause type checking to be undecidable or type safety to be lost. Even if the host language is purely functional (like Haskell), allowing programs in index types would require evaluating programs during type checking, making type checking undesirable. Cayenne [1] chooses to compromise decidability, whereas Epigram [2] introduces termination analysis, changing the expressivity of the host language. If the language has other computational effects, designing a sound type system becomes substantially more involved.

Proof language, expressivity, and decidability: If the programmer does not have a way to express proofs explicitly, this means that the language design depends critically on type checking being able to build these proofs automatically. This implies that either the language of expressible properties is limited, that type checking is undecidable (for example, if the theorem proving engine is complete), or that not all valid properties can be proven. The first approach is suitable for domain-specific applications of dependent types, as is the case in DML and Cyclone. The last two approaches can be problematic if they occur in the context of large scale software development. Thus, it is essential that the programmer be able to express proofs directly. The language must also provide support for doing this in a convenient and practical manner.

Table 1 summarizes how related languages compare along the key dimensions discussed above. A full black circle indicates that the language has the specified property, a white circle indicates that it does not, and a half-circle indicates that our estimate falls somewhere in between.

3. MetaOCaml Concoqtion

We developed a conservative extension to MetaOCaml [13]. MetaOCaml is a multi-stage extension of OCaml [15]. OCaml is a call-by-value, polymorphically typed, higher-order functional language with type inference, side-effects, extensible records, and objects. The extension will be called MetaOCaml Concoqtion, or simply Concoqtion when it is clear from the context that the implementation is what is meant. Concoqtion uses the term language of the theorem prover Coq to define index types, specify index operations, represent their properties and construct proofs. Even in the presence of all OCaml-style effects, type checking in Concoqtion is decidable.

3.1 Extensions to Types

We extend the type system of MetaOCaml with five syntactic extensions: explicit universal quantification, index type expressions, a kind system, an extended form of data-types, and “prooflets”.

1 MetaOCaml Concoqtion release 308_alpha_027c-07 [2].
Universal quantification. Given an OCaml type \( \tau \), Concoqtion has an explicit universal quantifier type \( \forall \alpha. \tau \) in the style of System F [11]. These types allow for nested quantification and more expressive notions of polymorphism than available in OCaml.

Index type expressions. A Concoqtion type \( '(c) \) is an index type expression, where \( c \) is a Coq term. Index type expressions can occur anywhere an OCaml type can. For example, the type \( '(10), \text{int} \) sized_array is an application of a (binary) type constructor representing arrays indexed by their size to the index \( '(10) \) and the type \( \text{int} \).

Kind system. Concoqtion extends the OCaml type system with a System \( \omega \)-style kinds. Thus, the full syntax of the forall types is \( \forall a:k.\tau \), where \( k \) is the kind over which the variable \( a \) ranges. Kinds themselves are just Coq types, and are thus written as \( '(c) \). All OCaml types have one kind, called \( '(\text{OCamlType}) \) which may be omitted from the quantifier syntax. Only \( \text{OCamlType} \)-kinded index type expressions can classify OCaml expressions. Quantifying over \( \text{OCamlType} \)'s produces first-class parametric polymorphism: type forall \( a.\) \( '(a) \) -> \( '(a) \) is the type of the identity function. In addition to \( \text{OCamlType} \), there are many other kinds that can be used to classify either indices or type-constructors. Polymorphism over index types can be used to specify function invariants. For example, given an array type constructor indexed by its size, we can give the function that copies an array of size \( n \) the following type:

\[
\forall n:'(\text{nat}).\quad \forall (a)'(\text{int})\text{ sized_array} \to (n, a)\text{ sized_array}
\]

The kind \( \text{OCamlType} \) is inhabited in Coq by a set of predefined constants. Each such constant is named after the corresponding OCaml type constructor: type \( \text{int} \) list -> bool can be written as \( '(\text{OCaml}_\text{List} (\text{OCaml}_\text{List} \text{OCaml}_\text{Int} \_\text{OCaml}_\text{bool})) \). The two notations are treated as equivalent by the type system. The embedding of OCaml's types into Coq terms allow us to define Coq functions that map index types into OCaml types. This facility is useful, for example, when developing tagless staged interpreters (Section 5.5).

Type declarations. Concoqtion extends the OCaml type declarations in two ways. First, parameters of type constructors can range over any specified kind. For example, the following type synonym defines the type of square matrices of size \( n \):

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{type } (n):'(\text{nat}), (a)'(\text{int})\text{ square_matrix} = \\
\quad (n), ((n), a)\text{ sized_array} \to (n, a)\text{ sized_array}
\end{array}
\]

Second, in algebraic data-type declarations, the OCaml restriction that the result type of each data-constructors must be polymorphic in the type’s parameters is relaxed. For example, the OCaml type \( 'a \text{ list} \) tells us nothing about the structure the list. In Concoqtion, by varying the index parameters in the data-constructors result type, we can say more about the structure of a value from its type. In the extreme case, this extension allows us to express singleton types whose runtime values are fully determined by the type of their indices.

\[
type 'b:'(\text{bool})\text{ sbool} = \\
\quad \forall b:'(\text{bool}). (b)\text{ sbool} \to (\text{true} \text{ sbool}, \text{false} \text{ sbool})
\]

An expression of type \( '(\text{true}) \text{ sbool} \) is statically known to be equal to \( T \). Now we can write a type which guarantees that a function implements negation as specified by the Coq function not on boolean indices: forall \( b:'(\text{bool}). (b)\text{ sbool} \to (\text{not} b)\text{ sbool} \).

A final extension to data-structure declarations allows the programmer to declare locally quantified type variables. For example, consider the type \( \text{list}_m \) of lists whose first parameter is a natural number index indicating its length:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{type } (n):'(\text{nat}), (a)\text{ list}_m = \\
\quad \forall n:'(\text{nat}), (a)\text{ list}_m = (\forall (a)', (n), a)\text{ sized_array} \to (n, a)\text{ sized_array}
\end{array}
\]

The declaration of the data-constructors \( \text{Cons} \) uses a locally quantified variable \( m \) of kind \( \text{nat} \) and states that given some natural number \( m \), an element of type \( a \), and a list of length \( m \), \( \text{Cons} \) produces a list of length \( m+1 \).

Prooflets. Concoqtion extends OCaml declarations with the notion of prooflets. A prooflet is a Coq Vernacular script (the same language used to interact with the theorem prover) delimited by the keywords \text{coq} and \text{end}. Any declarations, definitions or Coq proofs written in the prooflet are added to the Coq environment and visible in the following index type expressions. The most common use of sections is to add definitions of new index types (see an example in Section 5.5). By issuing commands to Coq in the prooflet, the programmer can import any standard or separately compiled Coq library.

Prooflets also allow the programmer to state properties of indices as Coq theorems and then prove them. For example, one might wish to prove that for any type constructor \( f \) over natural numbers \( '(f (n+m)) \) is equal to \( '(f (n+\text{m})) \).

The proofs of this and similar properties can be constructed using tactics:

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
\text{coq} \\
\text{Require Arith.} \\
\text{Lemma comm_eq :}
\end{array}
\]
for all m n : nat (f : nat -> OCamlType),
  \forall (m+n) = (f(n+m)).
intros; eauto with arith. Qed.

end

After stating the lemma comm_eq in prooflets, Coq goes into proof mode. Issuing the tactic intros; eauto with arith proves the lemma. At the Vernacular command Qed, Coq checks and accepts the theorem, which is then available in the rest of the Concoqtion program as an index-type function named comm_eq.

3.2 Extensions to Expressions

Concoqtion extends the syntax of OCaml expressions with appropriate introduction and elimination constructs for the OCaml type extensions described above.

Type abstraction and application. The forall types are introduced and instantiated in System F style, using explicit type abstraction and application: \(\forall a.e\) is an expression with type forall a. t, where a is a variable that may appear in index expressions in t; e .| t| is an expression of type t'[a := t], where e is an expression of type forall a. t'. The type variable may also be annotated with a kind, as in \(\forall n:\text{nat}. e\), in which case it introduces a kinded forall type forall n : (nat). t.

By analogy to OCaml's function declaration syntax, there is syntactic sugar for writing type abstractions in a let-definition. To distinguish them from expression variables, type variables appear- ing in let declarations are surrounded with type-application braces:

let id = \(\forall a, \text{fun} (x : a) -> x\)
let id .|a| (x : a) = x

In all their type arguments, then applied to any expression argument that have locally quantified type variables must be fully type-applied |

forall n : (nat). t
forall a : t'

The type abstraction and application.

By analogy to OCaml's function declaration syntax, there is syntactic sugar for writing type abstractions in a let-definition. To distinguish them from expression variables, type variables appearing in let declarations are surrounded with type-application braces:

let rec app .|m:'(nat), n:'(nat)| x xs =
  Cons .|(m+n)| (x, Cons .|(m+2)| (x, xs))

Concoqtion has an extended form of match expressions data-types whose indices may vary for each constructor.

let rec app .|m:'(nat), n:'(nat)| (l1 : ('(m, n) listl) (l2 : ('(n, _, _) listl))
  : ('(m+n, _, _) listl)
= match l1 as ('(n, _) listl) in ('(m+n), (_, a)) listl with
| Nil -> Cons .|(m+1)| (x, Cons .|(m+2)| (x, xs))

An extended match expression requires two additions. First is a type pattern, introduced by the keyword as. The pattern ('(i:'(nat), 'a:'(OCamlType)) listl binds the type variables i and a in the scope of the rest of the match. A type t, following the keyword in is a result type annotation, which may contain free type variables bound by the type pattern. When type-checking the match expression, the type of the discriminated expression l1 is matched against the type pattern, obtaining a substitution for the type variables. Applying this substitution to the result type annotation gives the result of the whole match expression. In each branch of the case, the type pattern is first matched against the type computed for the constructor pattern, obtaining a type substitution for that branch. The type of the body of the branch then must be precisely the result type annotation to which this substitution is applied.

This allows each branch to have a different type depending on the types of the indices of the constructor in the branch.

For example, in the Nil case, i is replaced by '0, allowing the branch expression to be a list of type ('(0+n), 'a) listl. In the Cons case, i is replaced by 'i+2. This means that the type of the branch expression must be ('(i+(m+2)+n), 'a) listl. The type computed for the branch expression is ('(i+2+m), 'a) listl. By expanding the Coq definitions of + the Concoqtion type checker determines that the two types are equal, and accepts the match.

If the type of the discriminated expression is simple enough, the type pattern may be omitted. In particular, this is the case when the parameters of the type are comprised entirely of variables ('(i)) and constant index type expressions (|(i)|). In this situation, the Concoqtion type checker can infer the particular substitution binding the type variables to more specific types in each branch. The restriction on the discriminated expression's type is necessary to make computing this substitution decidable – in all other cases the programmer must use the more general type-pattern notation. In practice we find that many functions in Concoqtion can be written using this simpler syntax. Let consider a simple example of omitted type patterns by writing a zip function on lists with length.

let rec zip .|n:'(nat)|
  (l1 : ('(n), 'a) listl) (l2 : ('(n), 'b) listl)
= match (l1,l2) in ('(n), 'a* 'b) listl with
| Nil, Nil -> Nil
| Cons .|(i:'(nat)| (x, xs), Cons .|(j:'(nat)| (y, ys) ->
  Cons .|(i+j)| ((x, y), zip .|l1| xs ys)

The type of the expression (11,12) is a pair of lists of length n. In the first branch, Concoqtion infers that n must be equal to zero, substituting 0 for n in the result type annotation when checking the right-hand side.

In the next case, the pattern has the type ('(S i), 'a) listl = ('(S j), 'b) listl where the sub-lists xs and ys are have lengths ('i) and ('j) respectively. The Concoqtion type checker, concludes that since both ('S i) and ('S j) must be equal to n, i and j must be equal. This allows us to apply zip to xs and ys although the variables representing their length are different.

3.3 Implementation

The Concoqtion compiler extends the full MetaOCaml compiler, which itself extends the OCaml 3.08 compiler through a set of patches that add support for multi-stage programming [29]. An important design feature of the MetaOCaml implementation is that it modifies only the front end of the compiler. The same approach was used with Concoqtion: the Concoqtion type-checker produces the same intermediate representation that the OCaml type-checker does, erases all extra type-related annotations, and then invokes the unmodified OCaml back-end compiler to produce an executable program.

Concoqtion uses a stand-alone implementation of the Coq theorem prover as a library accessed by the type-checker. Because Coq and the OCaml compiler are both implemented in OCaml it was possible to compile and link the two together, allowing them to share the same runtime and address space. This Coq is a single component of the Concoqtion type-checker. The type-checker acts as a user in a theorem proving session: it issues commands to the Coq infrastructure and queries its global state about constants and theorems.

Coq itself consists of a small secure kernel that provides syntax, reduction, and type- and convertibility- checking of a core Calculus of Inductive Constructions. Around this secure layer are numerous libraries of the theorem prover itself, including support for parsing,
interactive theorem proving, management for compilation, and access to libraries of theorems and definitions. To process proofsheets, Concoqtion uses the outer theorem prover layer, passing control to the internal Coq interpreter for the Vernacular proof scripts. The Concoqtion type-checker limits itself to a small, well-defined interface to the Coq kernel. No patches or changes to the Coq implementation are needed.

The uniform algorithm in the Concoqtion type-checker uses the convertibility checker of the Coq kernel to compare index type expressions for equality. Most of the OCaml type-checker code is unchanged: it does not interact directly with Coq, continuing to rely instead on a modified OCaml unification algorithm. The OCaml unification algorithm is modified to convert between the Coq and OCaml representations of types on the fly, and to perform kind checking when necessary. This way the interaction between Coq and OCaml is isolated to a relatively few places in the OCaml type-checker.

Whenever a new unifiable variable binding is discovered by the OCaml type-checker, this information is communicated to the Coq kernel as a new definitional equality. This allows Coq convertibility checkers and evaluators to use the equalities between OCaml type variables discovered by the OCaml unification engine. The Concoqtion language extensions do impose some additional syntactic burden of type annotations, but the type system of Concoqtion uses the Hindley-Milner inference to propagate some (though not all) redundant annotations.

Supporting separate compilation in Concoqtion requires maintaining a consistent Coq state across compilation boundaries. This is accomplished by ensuring that each Concoqtion compilation unit gives rise to a compiled Coq theory which can be loaded when type-checking other compilation units, or even from a stand-alone Coq application. Prooflets and OCamlType constants are organized into Coq modules: the programmer can refer to OCaml constants and theorems with the same naming discipline as in OCaml modules.

### 4. Programming with Index Types

In this section, we use small examples to compare programming in Concoqtion to programming with GADTs. First, we illustrate the utility of index-level functions on the append example from Section 3.2. We compare Concoqtion and GADTs using the this example. Next, we show how Coq theorems about index types can be used in Concoqtion to type-check more programs. Finally, we demonstrate the features of Concoqtion designed to ease the creation of Coq proofs in Concoqtion programs by harnessing the power of Coq tactics and decision procedures.

#### 4.1 Concoqtion Data-types vs. GADTs

While Concoqtion’s extension to algebraic data-types requires data constructors to be type-applied to their parameters, Haskell and GADT languages implicitly reconstruct these type applications using an inference algorithm [21]. However, the inference algorithm that automatically constructs these applications is undecidable in the presence of type-level functions, which are therefore not available in Haskell. Instead, functions over indices must be encoded relationally: a type function from $\mathbb{Z}$ to $\mathbb{N}$ is represented by a GADT $\mathbb{Z}$ whose indices are drawn from both $\mathbb{A}$ and $\mathbb{B}$. The values of type $\mathbb{R} x y$ are witnesses that $x = f y$, and need to be manipulated explicitly by Haskell programs. In Concoqtion, the explicit type application of data constructors is the price we pay to allow type-level functions over indices. Below, we compare using Concoqtion’s type functions and the Haskell’s relational style in programming with index types.

Consider the Concoqtion data-type $\text{ListN}$ for lists of length $n$ (Section 3.1). The type constructor $\text{ListN}$ takes two parameters: the first, an index of kind $\forall a. (\text{nat}) listl$, is the length of the list; the second is the type of the list element. Attaching two lists of length $m$ and $n$, respectively, results in a list of length $m+n$. This invariant is captured in the type of the concatenation function:

$$\text{app} : \forall m, n : \forall a. (\forall (m), a) listl \to (\forall (n), a) listl \to (\forall (m+n), a) listl$$

Let us compare the Concoqtion implementation of $\text{app}$ (Section 3.2) to a similar implementation in Haskell using GADTs [21] (Figure 1, following an example of Sheard’s [23]). The data-type $\text{ListN}$ plays the same role as $\text{Listl}$ in Concoqtion, except that the numeric length indices are encoded as Haskell types built up of type constructors $\mathbb{Z}$ and $\mathbb{S}$. Aside from surface syntactic differences with Concoqtion, in the sub-index $m$ in the constructor $\text{Cons}$ is quantified implicitly in Haskell. Similarly, when constructing values with $\text{Cons}$ in Haskell, the type application is implicitly reconstructed by the type-checker.

The Concoqtion type of $\text{app}$ directly expresses the fact that the length of two appended lists is the sum of their length: $(\forall (m+n), a) listl$. In Haskell, however, we have no way of directly writing down the type $m+n$. Instead, we need to supply a proof that an index $n$ is the sum of $m$ and $n$. This proof is encoded in the auxiliary data-type $\text{Sum m n s}$: if we can construct a value of type $\text{Sum m n s}$, we have a proof that $m+n = s$. When referring to a list of length $m+n$, we need to define a completely new Haskell data-type: $\text{PlusLenL m n a}$.

$$\text{data PlusLenL m n a where}$$

#### 4.2 Using Proofs and Casts

Suppose we wish to call a function in Haskell that took a list of length $m+n$. ($\text{PlusLenL m n a}$) but all we have is a list of length $n+m$. ($\text{PlusLenL n m a}$). To use the value available, the programmer needs to explicitly prove that addition is commutative by providing a function of type $\forall m, n : (\forall n, a) n (\forall m, a)$.

**Figure 1.** Lists with length in Haskell
function can indeed be built by recursively deconstructing a witness value of type \( \text{Sum} \ m \ n \ a \) and building another of type \( \text{Sum} \ n \ m \ s \).

What about Concoqtion? Again, suppose we had a value \( x \) of type \( \langle (m+n), a \rangle \) listl, and what we really need is a value of type \( \langle (n+m), a \rangle \) listl. Somehow, we must use the fact that addition is commutative to convert between the two types. These two types are not implicitly convertible (modulo Coq reduction relations) to each other: we will have to prove them equal and use that proof to cast from one type to another. To do this we use the type-safe cast function, which works for any two types we can prove equal in Coq:

\[
\text{forall } a, b, \text{ forall } p:\langle a=b \rangle. \langle a \rangle \rightarrow \langle b \rangle
\]

First, we prove that lists of equal lengths are equal:

\[
\text{coq}
\]

\[
\text{Lemma lemma1 : forall elem, forall m n, (m = n) \rightarrow ((\text{OCaml_listl m elem}) = (\text{OCaml_listl n elem}))}
\]

\[
\text{intros; eauto. Qed.}
\]

Next, can combine lemma1 with a standard Coq library theorem plus_comm to obtain the following function:

\[
\text{let comm .|a, m :\langle 'nat \rangle, n :\langle 'nat \rangle|}
\]

\[
(x :\langle ('m+n), \langle a \rangle \rangle \text{ listl}) : \langle ('n+m), \langle a \rangle \rangle \text{ listl} =
\]

\[
\text{cast .| '(OCaml_listl (m+n) a), '(OCaml_listl (n+m) a),}
\]

\[
\text{'(lemma1 a (m+n) (n+m) (plus_comm m n)) | x}
\]

Note also that, since these proofs and properties live entirely in the logical language, they are erased by the Concoqtion compiler and incur no runtime overhead.

### 4.3 Using Built-in Decision Procedures

In writing the function \text{comm} in DML [32], the \text{cast} would not be necessary, as the equivalence \( m+n = n+m \) would be proven automatically by a Presburger arithmetic decision procedure that is built into the DML type-checker. In Concoqtion the added burden of proof construction can be reduced by using Coq decision procedures. For example, if the commutativity of addition were not predefined, the \text{comm} function could prove it on the fly:

\[
\text{let comm .|a, m :\langle 'nat \rangle, n :\langle 'nat \rangle|}
\]

\[
(x :\langle ('m+n), \langle a \rangle \rangle \text{ listl}) : \langle ('n+m), \langle a \rangle \rangle \text{ listl} =
\]

\[
\text{cast .| '-'(eauto), '-'(eauto), '-'(omega;eauto) x}
\]

Here we use an alternate form of index expression type, written \(\langle [\text{goal}] \text{ script} \rangle\). The omitted goal argument specifies a proposition (in Concoqtion this is a \text{kind}), in this case \(\langle ('m+n), \_ \rangle \text{ listl} = \langle ('n+m), \_ \rangle \text{ listl}\). This annotation can sometimes be inferred from the context. The \text{script} argument is a Coq proof script which instructs the theorem prover to use a particular decision procedure or tactic. The above \(\langle \text{omega;eauto} \rangle\) instructs Coq to use the Presburger arithmetic decision procedure \text{omega} together with the standard propositional manipulation package \text{eauto}.

Concoqtion’s advantage over languages with built-in decision procedures lies in support for greater logical expressiveness and graceful degradation. Sometimes the proof that is needed cannot be constructed by any one decision procedure, but can be obtained by applying several such procedures, with minimal, but necessary guidance by the user. For example, if the DML-style type-checker had to show that \(x+x+2*x+1=(x+1)*(x+1)\), it would fail; in Concoqtion this can be proven in Coq as a theorem, added to the standard set of Coq simplification rules, and used by \text{eauto}.

### 5. Tagless Staged Interpreters

Indexed types can play a powerful role in the implementation of domain-specific languages (DSLs) [12, 26]. In contrast to C++ Templates and Template Haskell, a multi-stage language like MetaOCaml allows the programmer to implement DSLs as staged interpreters: translators from the DSL to MetaOCaml programs that are both free from the overhead of deconstructing the DSL syntax and statically guaranteed to be type safe [19]. A staged interpreter in MetaOCaml can completely eliminate the interpretive overhead for a language with very simple type structure [26]. But for virtually any domain-specific language with non-trivial types, we encounter the problem of Jones optimality for staged interpreters [19, 27].

Tagless staged interpreters (TSI) provide a superior approach to addressing the superfluous tags that prevent Jones optimality. In particular, when using a multi-stage language with sufficiently expressive indexed types we can statically guarantee that staged interpreters are type and do not produce any unnecessary runtime tags in the resulting computation [20].

Writing a tagless interpreter requires a bit more work than writing tagged one, but we argue that this added work structures the process of implementing a DSL. The tagless staged interpreter approach requires the programmer to follow a sequence of steps that produces semantically well-motivated artifacts one would expect to see in any careful language design. To leverage index types towards a more efficient implementation, the implementation must reflect more of the design information. After a concise overview of the development of a tagless staged interpreter, we summarize the key steps in applying this method to developing an interpreter for the simply-typed \(\lambda\) calculus.

#### 5.1 Overview

Developing a tagless interpreter proceeds first by developing an interpreter that lacks Jones optimality, and thus will have unnecessary tags in the result. This builds the framework and reference for the tagless interpreter:

1. Define a “throw-away” universal domain of tagged values (val), representing the results of DSL programs. This step may include definitions of auxiliary types, such as runtime environments (env).
2. Define an abstract syntax type exp for the DSL.
3. Write an interpreter of type eval0 : exp -> env -> val. Building the tagless interpreter itself requires the following steps:
   1. Define a index datatype for types (typ) of the DSL. An index datatype is a datatype that lives strictly on the level of types. Because the result type of the tagless interpreter will ultimately depend on this datatype, it must be an index. In Concoqtion, index datatypes are Coq definitions of inductive sets. In this step we also need to define index datatypes for any environments (tenv) or stores that are needed to describe well-typed terms.
   2. Define the interpretation of DSL types

\[
\text{eval0 : typ -> OCamlType}
\]

This is a function at the level of types that maps (syntactic) DSL types to their meaning (Concoqtion types).

3. Define a indexed datatype for the typing derivations of well-typed DSL terms \(\langle 'e:('t:tenv), 't:('typ) \rangle\) expr. A value of this indexed type is a proof that the DSL expression expr has the (DSL) type \(\langle 't \rangle\) in the typing environment \(\langle 'e\rangle\).
4. Define a partial type-checking function

\[
\text{check_expr : exp -> env -> ('(e), ('t)) expr}
\]

5. Define the tagless interpreter as a function of the following type:
In Concoqtion, we can encode the needed existential types using extended data-types. This is a standard trick, where an existential type $\exists a.t$ is encoded as a data-type with a locally quantified type variable $a$ of a data-constructors, where $a$ does not occur in its return type:

$$\text{type } ('e:'(tenv),'t:'(typ)) \text{ expr} =$$

$$\begin{cases}$$
$$\text{match } e \text{ with }$$
$$\begin{cases}$$
$$\text{ Const of int : ('e,'(T_Int)) expr}$$
$$\text{ Var of ('e,'t) jvar : ('e,'(t)) expr}$$
$$\text{ Abs of let 'e:'(tenv) 'dom:'(typ) 'cod:'(typ) in }$$
$$\begin{cases}$$
$$\text{ ('(Ext e dom),'(cod)) expr}$$
$$\text{ ('(e),'(T_Arr dom cod)) expr}$$
$$\text{ ('(e),'(T_Arr dom cod)) expr + ('e,'(dom)) expr}$$
$$\text{ ('(e),'(dom)) expr}$$
$$\end{cases}$$
$$\end{cases}$$
$$\text{match eval env e1 with F f -> f (eval eval env e2)}$$
$$\end{cases}$$

In addition to representing typing derivations of DSL programs, we have to have some way of constructing them out of the untyped representation of object language programs.

We define a partial function $\text{check_expr}$ that takes an expr as its input and constructs a typing derivation. In addition to the untyped terms, $\text{check_expr}$ needs to be able to record types of free variables while it is checking under $\lambda$-abstractions. However, the types for the free variables cannot be known before running the type checker. To construct and compare these types, we define two singleton types $\text{t:('e:'(tenv)) r_typ}$ and $\text{t:('t:'(typ)) r_typ}$.

Similarly, the precise type index for the result of $\text{check_expr}$ cannot be known before running the type checker. Here, we hide the exact type index with an existential:

$$\text{val check_expr : forall e:'(tenv).}$$

$$\text{'(e) r_tenenv \rightarrow preexp \rightarrow ('e) some_expr}$$

In Concoqtion, we can encode the needed existential types using extended data-types. This is a standard trick, where an existential type $\exists a.t$ is encoded as a data-type with a locally quantified type variable $a$ of a data-constructors, where $a$ does not occur in its return type:

$$\text{type } ('e:'(tenv),'t:'(typ)) \text{ expr} =$$

$$\begin{cases}$$
$$\text{match } e \text{ with }$$
$$\begin{cases}$$
$$\text{ Const of int : ('e,'(T_Int)) expr}$$
$$\text{ Var of ('e,'t) jvar : ('e,'t) expr}$$
$$\text{ Abs of let 'e:'(tenv) 'dom:'(typ) 'cod:'(typ) in }$$
$$\begin{cases}$$
$$\text{ ('(Ext e dom),'(cod)) expr}$$
$$\text{ ('(e),'(T_Arr dom cod)) expr}$$
$$\text{ ('(e),'(T_Arr dom cod)) expr + ('e,'(dom)) expr}$$
$$\text{ ('(e),'(dom)) expr}$$
$$\end{cases}$$
$$\end{cases}$$
$$\text{match eval env e1 with F f -> f (eval eval env e2)}$$
$$\end{cases}$$

In addition to representing typing derivations of DSL programs, we have to have some way of constructing them out of the untyped representation of object language programs.

We define a partial function $\text{check_expr}$ that takes an expr as its input and constructs a typing derivation. In addition to the untyped terms, $\text{check_expr}$ needs to be able to record types of free variables while it is checking under $\lambda$-abstractions. However, the types for the free variables cannot be known before running the type checker. To construct and compare these types, we define two singleton types $\text{t:('e:'(tenv)) r_typ}$ and $\text{t:('t:'(typ)) r_typ}$.
two well-typed subexpressions. We must explicitly check that the function
operator is a constructor and that the operand’s type matches its
domain. To do this, we use the function $\text{comp_typ}$ which takes two
singleton representations of object language types $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$ and
compares them, either returning a value of type $\langle(\tau_1), \langle(\tau_2)\rangle\rangle$ $\text{eq_typ}$ or raising an exception (see Appendix A for definition). This value is a runtime representation
of the proof that $\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$ are equal, and can be used as an
argument to the function $\text{cast_eq_typ}$ to cast from any type containing
$\tau_1$ to the same type where $\tau_1$ is replaced by $\tau_2$. Finally,
we apply the cast to put the operator judgment into the form
$\langle(\tau_1), \langle(\text{T_Arr } \tau_2 \text{ cod})\rangle\rangle$ expr and construct the typing
derivation for the application.

5.5 The Tagless Interpreter: evalExp

The tagless interpreter is a function eval, parameterized by a type
t and a type assignment $\epsilon$, that takes an object language expression
of type $\tau$ under $\epsilon$, a runtime environment of type $\langle\text{evalEnv } \epsilon\rangle$, and produces a value of type $\langle(\text{evalT } \tau)\rangle$.

forall $\epsilon: \langle\text{tenv}\rangle$. forall $\tau: \langle\text{typ}\rangle$. $\langle(\epsilon), \langle(\tau)\rangle\rangle$ expr $\rightarrow$ $\langle(\text{evalT } \epsilon)\rangle$ expr

Figure 3 gives the implemented interpretation. First, we
define an auxiliary function lookupVar that looks up a well-typed
variable in a runtime environment whose type is $\langle(\text{evalT } \epsilon)\rangle$. The interpreter, evalExp uses Concoqtion’s extended match statement
to reconstruct the well-typed object language expression. Note
that each the return types of each branch of this match expression vary according to the type indices of each data-construct.

5.6 The Tagless Staged Interpreter

The final step is to stage the interpreter using Concoqtion’s Multi-
stage programming constructs: program fragments of type $\langle(\epsilon, \langle(\epsilon)\rangle)\rangle$ code are constructed using brackets, $\langle\epsilon\rangle$, which delays the evaluation of the expression $\epsilon$ of type $\langle(\epsilon)\rangle$ until runtime. The first parameter $\epsilon$ is an environment classifier [28], required for type-safe runtime execution of code fragments. Except for Concoqtion and MetaOCaml, no other multi-stage language has this form of type safety. Inside brackets the programmer can force an expression $\epsilon$ to be evaluated immediately with the escape construct $\langle\epsilon\rangle$, causing its result, a piece of code, to be “spliced” into the context of the escape. Once constructed, a value of type $\langle(\epsilon, \langle(\epsilon)\rangle)\rangle$ code can be executed using the run annotation $\langle(\epsilon)\rangle$ to produce a value of type $\tau$.

Staging the interpreter involves changing its type to return a
code value. Moreover, we need to change the interpretation of the
type assignments to produce tuples whose elements are of type
code. This removes variable lookup overhead from the runtime of
the generated program. Note that evalEnvS takes an extra param-
eter, a type cls. This parameter used to represent the environment
classifier needed to construct a code type, and is simply passed
along.

cocq
Fixpoint evalEnvS (cls:OCamlType) (e:tenv) : OCamlType :=
match e with
| Empty => OCaml_unit
| Ext env t =>
  (evalEnvS cls env) <<- (OCaml_code cls evalT t))
end
end

The staged version of evalExp is shown in Figure 3. lookupVar
is omitted as it differs only in its type annotations. Aside from the
change in type annotations, the only difference between evalExp and evalExpS is the addition of brackets and escapes. Let us ex-
amine one case in more detail.

The abstraction case constructs an Abs node of type
$\langle(\epsilon), \langle(\text{evalT } \langle(\text{T_Arr } \tau_1 \text{ cod})\rangle)\rangle\rangle$ expr. The interpreter immediately constructs a piece of code containing the function abstraction $\langle\text{fun } v \rightarrow \cdots \rangle$. The body of this function is con-
structed and spliced in by a recursive call to evalExpS with a run-
time environment that is extended with the code value $\langle\epsilon\rangle$, con-
taining the parameter. Thus, any time the corresponding variable is evaluated in the body, the piece of code containing the parameter $v$ will be looked up and spliced in place.

5.7 Discussion

The Tagless Staged Interpreters technique was first described using
the language MetaD [20]. We outline the crucial difference between the MetaD and the Concoqtion TSI implementations. While MetaD supports the separation of computational and type languages in principle, it uses the same inductive family facility for both type-
level indices and for computational data-types. This renders the separation between indices and programs difficult to perceive. Fur-
ther, the semantics of functions defined over these inductive structures is different in that only the awkward primitive recursion operators is allowed in type-level functions, and unrestricted recursion is allowed in computational functions. In Concoqtion the language of indices and the language of programs are completely separate: prooflets and index type expressions ensure that the semantics distinc-
tions between indices and programs are syntactically visible.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented Concoqtion, an approach to designing program-
ning languages with indexed types. We argue that this approach
can have significant benefits over GADTs. The approach was ap-
plied to MetaOCaml, extending it with highly expressive indexed
types provided by the Coq proof checker. Small examples and a
case study in tagless staged interpreters are used to illustrate pro-
gramming in the language.

Naturally, the most important direction for future work is build-
ing more applications in MetaOCaml Concoqtion so as to better
let rec evalExpS .|c,e:'(tenv),t:'(typ)| (j: ('(e),'(t)) expr) (env:'(evalEnvS c e)) : ('(c), '(evalT t)) code =

match j in ('evalT t) with
  | JV_Z .|e:'(tenv),t:'(typ)| _ -> snd env
  | JV_S .|e2:'(tenv),t1:'(typ),t2:'(typ)| v' -> lookupVar .|'(e2),'(t2)| v' (fst env)

let rec evalExp .|e:'(tenv),t:'(typ)| (j: ('(e),'(t)) expr) (env:'(evalEnv e)) : '(evalT t) =

match j in ('evalT t) with
  | Const n -> n
  | Var v -> lookupVar .|'(e),'(t)| v env
  | App .|e:'(tenv),td:'(typ),tc:'(typ)| (rator,rand) -> (fun v -> evalExp .|'(Ext e td),'(tc)| body (env,v))

| Abs .|e:'(tenv),td:'(typ),tc:'(typ)| body -> (fun v -> evalExp .|'(Ext e td),'(tc)| body (env,v))

| App .|e:'(tenv),td:'(typ),tc:'(typ)| (rator,rand) ->
  (evalExp .|'(e),'(T_Arr td tc)| rator env) (evalExp .|'(e),'(td)| rand env)


Figure 4. The tagless interpreter

let rec evalExpS .|c,e:'(tenv),t:'(typ)| (j: ('(e),'(t)) expr) (env:'(evalEnvS c e)) : ('(c), '(evalT t)) code =

match j in ('(c), '(evalT t)) code with
  | Const n -> n
  | Var v -> lookupVarS .|'(e),'(t)| v env
  | Abs .|e:'(tenv),td:'(typ),tc:'(typ)| body -> (fun v -> evalExpS .|'(Ext e td),'(tc)| body (env,v))
  | App .|e:'(tenv),td:'(typ),tc:'(typ)| (rator,rand) ->
    (evalExpS .|'(e),'(T_Arr td tc)| rator env) .|'(c),'(e),'(td)| rand env)


Figure 5. Tagless staged interpreter evalExpS.

understand the impact of using indexed types. Simultaneously, we
wish to address several engineering issues, such as the integration
of the OCaml and Coq parsers. This will allow us to improve the
concrete syntax of MetaOCaml Concoqtion.

Finally, for the purposes of programming low-level applications
using low-level types, we would like to investigate ways to improve
support for reasoning about OCaml primitive types. Leroy has
already formalized many such types in Coq [17]. These libraries
can be imported directly into Concoqtion. What remains to be
done is to connect them with the computational language, possibly
through special syntax for literals.
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A. Type-checker auxiliary definitions

(* The Checking *)
type ('t:'(typ)) r_typ =
  | RInt :'(T_Int) r_typ
  | RArr of let 'tdom:'(typ) 'tcod:'(typ) in
    '(tdom) r_typ * '(tcod) r_typ :
    '(T_Arr tdom tcod) r_typ

  type ('e:'(tenv)) r_tenv =
    | Empty : '(Empty) r_tenv
    | Ext of let 'e1:'(tenv) 't:'(typ) in
      '(e1) r_tenv * '(t) r_typ :
      '(Ext e1 t) r_tenv

type ('t1:'(typ),'t2:'(typ)) eq_typ =
  let cast_eq_typ .|f:'(typ -> OCamlType)| .|t1:'(typ),t2:'(typ)|
  (p:('(t1),'(t2)) eq_typ) :'(f t1) -> '(f t2) =
  match p as ('t1:'(typ),'t2:'(typ)) eq_typ
  : '(T_Arr t1 t2) eq_typ with
    | Refl_typ .|'(T_Arr a c)| () ->
      Refl_typ .|'(T_Arr zl z2)| ()

  let rec comp_typ .|t1:'(typ),t2:'(typ)|
  (t1:'(t1) r_typ) (t2:'(t2) r_typ):(('(t1),'(t2)) eq_typ) =
  match (t1,t2) in ('(t1),'(t2)) eq_typ with
    | RInt, RInt -> (Refl_typ .|'(T_Int)| ()
    | (RAParr .|tdom1:'(typ),tcod1:'(typ)| (rdom1,rcod1),
      RArr .|tdom2:'(typ),tcod2:'(typ)| (rdom2,rcod2)) ->
      let pl = comp_typ .|'(tdom1),'(tdom2)| rdom1 rdom2 in
      let p2 = comp_typ .|'(tcod1),'(tcod2)| rcod1 rcod2 in
      combine_arr .|'(tdom1),'(tdom2)| ,
      |'(tcod1)' ,'(tcod2)| pl p2

let cast_eq_typ .|f:'(typ -> OCamlType)| .|t1:'(typ),t2:'(typ)|
  (p:('(t1),'(t2)) eq_typ) :'(f t1) -> '(f t2) =
  match p as ('t1:'(typ),'t2:'(typ)) eq_typ
  : '(T_Arr t1 t2) eq_typ with
    | Refl_typ .|'(T_Arr a c)| () ->
      Refl_typ .|'(T_Arr zl z2)| ()

  let rec comp_typ .|t1:'(typ),t2:'(typ)|
  (t1:'(t1) r_typ) (t2:'(t2) r_typ):(('(t1),'(t2)) eq_typ) =
  match (t1,t2) in ('(t1),'(t2)) eq_typ with
    | RInt, RInt -> (Refl_typ .|'(T_Int)| ()
    | (RAParr .|tdom1:'(typ),tcod1:'(typ)| (rdom1,rcod1),
      RArr .|tdom2:'(typ),tcod2:'(typ)| (rdom2,rcod2)) ->
      let pl = comp_typ .|'(tdom1),'(tdom2)| rdom1 rdom2 in
      let p2 = comp_typ .|'(tcod1),'(tcod2)| rcod1 rcod2 in
      combine_arr .|'(tdom1) ,'(tdom2)| ,
      |'(tcod1)' ,'(tcod2)| pl p2